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GENEVA: The G7’s vow to share a billion COVID
vaccine doses with poorer nations is too little too
late, according to the WHO and global health lead-
ers, as experts warned yesterday more than 11 bil-
lion shots are needed. Faced with outrage over dis-
parities in access to jabs, the Group of Seven
industrialized powers pledged during a weekend
summit in Britain to increase dose donations to
over one billion.

“We welcome the generous announcements
about donations of vaccines and thank leaders... but
we need more, and we need them faster,” World
Health Organization chief Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus in a statement Sunday. While people
in many wealthy nations are enjoying a return to a
sense of normalcy thanks to high vaccination rates,
the shots remain scarce in less well-off parts of the
world. In terms of doses administered, the imbal-
ance between the G7 and low-income countries, as
defined by the World Bank, is 73 to one.

Many of the donated doses will be filtered
through Covax, a global body charged with ensur-
ing equitable vaccine distribution. Run by the WHO,
the Gavi vaccine alliance and CEPI, the Coalition for
Epidemic Preparedness Innovations, it has to date
shipped 85 million vaccine doses to 131 countries
— far fewer than anticipated. Carl Bildt, the WHO’s
special envoy for the ACT Accelerator program to
speed up production and access to diagnostics,
treatments and vaccines, said one billion doses was
far from enough.

11bn doses needed 
“To truly end the pandemic, our goal must be to

vaccinate at least 70 percent of the world’s popu-
lation by the time G7 meet again in Germany next
year,” the former Swedish prime minister said on
Twitter. “This can be done with the support of the
G7 and G20, together. To do that, we need 11 billion
doses.”  As well as dose sharing the G7 anti-pan-
demic battle plan includes a series of engagements
to avert future pandemics — slashing  time taken to

develop and license vaccines,  to under 100 days,
reinforcing global surveillance and strengthening
the WHO.

Observers voiced skepticism at the willingness to
follow through on the last point especially. “I will
believe (that) point when the contributions to WHO
are increased,” tweeted Ilona Kickbusch, founding
director and chair of the Global Health Centre in
Geneva. Others stressed the need to quickly resolve

the issue of Covid vaccine patent protections, to
boost production. 

Full-fledged negotiations towards a possible sus-
pension of intellectual property protections for
Covid vaccines, as well as other medical tools needed
to battle the pandemic, have just begun at the World
Trade Organization after months of contentious
debate. G7 leaders “say they want to vaccinate the
world by the end of next year, but their actions show

they care more about protecting the monopolies and
patents of pharmaceutical giants,” lamented Max
Lawson, Oxfam’s head of inequity policy. Human
Rights Watch agreed. “Focusing on vaccines and
making charitable donations are not enough,” Aruna
Kashyap, HRW senior counsel for business and
human rights, said. “The G7’s failure to unequivocally
support a temporary waiver of global intellectual
property rules is deadly status quo.” — AFP

G7 pandemic pledges too little, too late
Experts warn more than 11 billion shots are immediately needed

MANILA: A health worker prepares a vial of Chinese Sinovac vaccine against COVID-19 disease inside a movie theatre turned into a vaccination center in Taguig City subur-
ban Manila yesterday. —AFP

Philippines
to extend
military deal
with US
MANILA: The
Philippines will extend a
key military pact with the
United States for another
six months, its foreign
minister said yesterday,
after months-long nego-
tiations between the two
countries.

President Rodrigo
Duterte told the United
States in February last
year he planned to axe the
Visiting Forces Agreement
(VFA), after Washington
cancelled the visa of a
close ally who led his
internationally condemned
war on drugs. It is the third
time Duterte has pro-
longed the deal, which
provides the legal frame-
work for joint military
exercises with the United
States and is a key com-
ponent of their decades-
long alliance. “The presi-
dent conveyed to us his
decision to extend the sus-
pension of the abrogation
of the Visiting Forces
Agreement by another six
months while he studies
and both sides further
address his concerns
regarding particular
aspects of the agreement,”
Foreign Secretary Teodoro
Locsin said. — AFP

‘Unique’ boat built 
by homeless Poles 
prepares to set sail
WARSAW: Docked in a river harbor in Warsaw
next to coal storage and a rubbish tip, a steel-hulled
sailing boat built by a group of homeless Poles is
preparing for its maiden voyage.

The boat was christened on Saturday with the
name “Father Boguslaw” after the priest who initiat-
ed the improbable project in 2006 with the aim of
reintegrating homeless people back into society.

“The boat is finally alive!” its captain, Waldemar
Rzeznicki, who has headed up the project, said as
he hoisted a flag up the mast of the 17.8-metre (58-
foot) long schooner.  “Every boat has its soul, every
boat is different. This one is really unique,” he said.
One of the project participants, Slawomir Michalski,
64, who is homeless and also spoke to AFP on a

previous visit in 2017, said the result was all the
more remarkable for the lack of tools available. 

“We didn’t have the technical means normally
used on shipyards like cranes or forklifts,” he said.

“We had simple DIY tools: a cutting torch for the
steel, some hammers, sheet metal shears, some
grinders,” he said. —AFP

WARSAW: Ship Captain Waldemar Rzeznicki stands in
front of a steel schooner called ‘Father Boguslaw’
under construction at the courtyard of a homeless
shelter run by Catholic Fathers in Warsaw. — AFP


